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robert macfarlane takes us up into the mountains to experience their shattering beauty the fear and risk of
adventure and to explore the strange impulses that have for centuries lead us to the world s highest places
winner of the guardian first book award once we thought monsters lived there in the enlightenment we scaled them
to commune with the sublime soon we were racing to conquer their summits in the name of national pride in this
ground breaking classic work robert macfarlane takes us up into the mountains to experience their shattering
beauty the fear and risk of adventure and to explore the strange impulses that have for centuries lead us to the
world s highest places this highly original and engaging book by french historian robert muchembled is a journey
through time and space in search of the changing perception and significance of the devil in western culture an
outstanding book about the changing perception and significance of the devil in western culture robert muchembled
is a well known historian and an expert on witchcraft whose work has already been translated into many
languages the author highlights the way that the changing notion of evil is connected to other changes in society
at large draws on a wealth of examples from the witch hunts of the 15th and 16th centuries to the films of
stanley kubrick how have ruins become so valued in western culture and so central to our art and literature
covering a vast chronological and geographical range from ancient egyptian inscriptions to twentieth century
memorials susan stewart seeks to answer this question as she traces the appeal of ruins and ruins images and the
lessons that writers and artists have drawn from their haunting forms stewart takes us on a sweeping journey
through founding legends of broken covenants and original sin the christian appropriation of the classical past
myths and rituals of fertility images of decay in early modern allegory and melancholy the ruins craze of the
eighteenth century and the creation of new ruins for gardens and other structures stewart focuses particularly
on renaissance humanism and romanticism periods of intense interest in ruins that also offer new frames for their
perception the ruins lesson looks in depth at the works of goethe piranesi blake and wordsworth each of whom
found in ruins a means of reinventing art ruins stewart concludes arise at the boundaries of cultures and
civilizations their very appearance depends upon an act of translation between the past and the present between
those who have vanished and those who emerge lively and engaging the ruins lesson ultimately asks what can
resist ruination and finds in the self transforming ever fleeting practices of language and thought a clue to what
might truly endure on 18 april 1947 british forces set off the largest non nuclear explosion in history the target
was a small island in the north sea thirty miles off the german coast which for generations had stood as a symbol
of anglo german conflict heligoland a long tradition of rivalry was to come to an end here in the ruins of hitler s
island fortress pressed as to why it was not prepared to give heligoland back the british government declared that
the island represented everything that was wrong with the germans if any tradition was worth breaking and if any
sentiment was worth changing then the german sentiment about heligoland was such a one drawing on a wide range
of archival material jan r�ger explores how britain and germany have collided and collaborated in this north sea
enclave for much of the nineteenth century this was britain s smallest colony an inconvenient and notoriously
discontented outpost at the edge of europe situated at the fault line between imperial and national histories the
island became a metaphor for anglo german rivalry once germany acquired it in 1890 turned into a naval
stronghold under the kaiser and again under hitler it was fought over in both world wars heavy bombardment by
the allies reduced it to ruins until the royal navy re took it in may 1945 returned to west germany in 1952 it
became a showpiece of reconciliation but one that continues to bear the scars of the twentieth century tracing
this rich history of contact and conflict from the napoleonic wars to the cold war heligoland brings to life a
fascinating microcosm of the anglo german relationship for generations this cliff bound island expressed a german
will to bully and battle britain and it mirrored a british determination to prevent germany from establishing
hegemony on the continent caught in between were the heligolanders and those involved with them spies and
smugglers poets and painters sailors and soldiers heligoland is the compelling story of a relationship which has
defined modern europe exploring literary fascination as a key concept of aesthetic attraction this book illuminates
the ways in which literary texts are designed presented and received detailed case studies include texts by william
shakespeare s t coleridge mary shelley bram stoker oscar wilde joseph conrad don delillo and ian mcewan these
readings provide an overview of indiana history based upon primary and secondary acounts of significant events
and personalities this treasure trove includes work by george rogers clark emma lou thornbrough george ade dan
wakefield and many more based on detailed archival research and site visits scarred landscapes is the first
environmental history of vichy france from mountains and marshlands to foresters and resisters it examines the
intricate and often surprising connections between war history and the natural environment during these turbulent
years this absorbing history of the ordnance survey the first complete map of the british isles charts the many
hurdles map makers have had to overcome the guardian uk map of a nation tells the story of the creation of the
ordnance survey map the first complete accurate affordable map of the british isles the ordnance survey is a much
beloved british institution and this is amazingly the first popular history to tell the story of the map and the men
who dreamt and delivered it the ordnance survey s history is one of political revolutions rebellions and regional
unions that altered the shape and identity of the united kingdom over the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it s
also a deliciously readable account of one of the great untold british adventure stories featuring intrepid
individuals lugging brass theodolites up mountains to make the country visible to itself for the first time dreaming
is essential to survival and evolution and to creative endeavors in every field moss traces the strands of dreams
through archival records and well known writings weaving remarkable yet true accounts of historical figures
influenced by their dreams this critical anthology examines the place of the sublime in the cultural history of the
late eighteenth century and romantic period traditionally the sublime has been associated with impressive natural
phenomena and has been identified as a narrow aesthetic or philosophical category cultures of the sublime selected
readings 1750 1830 recovers a broader context for engagements with and writing about the sublime offers a
selection of texts from a wide range of ostensibly unrelated areas of knowledge which both generate and
investigate sublime effects considers writings about mountains money crowds the gothic the exotic and the human
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mind contextualises and supports the extracts with detailed editorial commentary also featuring helpful
suggestions for further reading this is an ideal resource for anyone seeking a fresh up to date assessment of the
sublime divi zheni identifies itself as a bulgarian women s chorus and band but it is located in boston and none of its
members come from bulgaria zlatne uste is one of the most popular purveyors of balkan music in america yet the
name of the band is grammatically incorrect the members of sviraci hail from western massachusetts upstate new
york and southern vermont but play tamburica music on traditional instruments curiously thousands of americans
not only participate in traditional music and dance from the balkans but in fact structure their social practices
around it without having any other ties to the region in balkan fascination ethnomusicologist mirjana lausevic a
native of the balkans investigates this remarkable phenomenon to explore why so many americans actively
participate in specific balkan cultural practices to which they have no familial or ethnic connection going beyond
traditional interpretations she challenges the notion that participation in balkan culture in north america is
merely a specialized offshoot of the 1960s american folk music scene instead her exploration of the relationship
between the stark sounds and lively dances of the balkan region and the americans who love them reveals that
balkan dance and music has much deeper roots in america s ideas about itself its place in the world and the place of
the world s cultures in the american melting pot examining sources that span more than a century and come from
both sides of the atlantic lausevic shows that an affinity group s debt to historical movements and ideas though
largely unknown to its members is vital in understanding how and why people make particular music and dance
choices that substantially change their lives a timely reappraisal of the actions and motivations of the french
r�sistance in vichy france 75 years after its undoing an intimate collection of portraits of internationally
renowned scientists and nobel prize winners paired with interviews and personal stories what makes a brilliant
scientist who are the people behind the greatest discoveries of our time connecting art and science photographer
herlinde koelbl seeks the answers in this english translation of the german book fascination of science an indelible
collection of portraits of and interviews with sixty pioneering scientists of the twenty first century koelbl s
approach is intimate and accessible and her highly personal interviews with her subjects reveal the forces as well
as the personal quirks that motivate the scientists work for example one wakes up at 3 am because her mind is calm
then another says his best ideas come to him in the shower these glimpses into the scientists lives and thinking add
untold texture in this up to the minute survey of the activities and progress that are currently taking place in the
broad field of the natural sciences koelbl s interview subjects include nobel prize winners dan shechtman frances
arnold carolyn bertozzi and cover scientific fields from astronomy biochemistry and quantum physics to stem cell
research and ai beautifully bringing together art science and the written word fascination of science is an inspiring
read that shows how creativity obsession persistence and passion drive the pioneering researchers of our time the
fascination of film violence is a study of why fictional violence is such an integral part of fiction film how can
something dreadful be a source of art and entertainment explanations are sought from the way social and
cultural norms and practices have shaped biologically conditioned violence related traits in human behavior the
landscapes of the sublime examines the place of the natural sublime in the cultural history of the eighteenth
century and romantic period drawing on a range of scholarship and historical sources it offers a fresh perspective
on the different species of the natural sublime encountered by british and european travellers and explorers how did
gender figure in the routes and spaces of the early modern world both real and imagined from the inner spaces of the
body to the furthest reaches of the globe essays in this volume address this question from a variety of
disciplinary perspectives with topics key to the spatial turn such as borders and their permeability actual and
metaphorical spatial crossings travel and displacement and the built environment the sunday times bestseller david
bowie was arguably the most influential artist of his time reinventing himself again and again transforming music
style and art for over five decades david buckley s unique approach to unravelling the bowie enigma via interviews
with many of the singer s closest associates biography and academic analysis makes this unrivalled biography a
classic for bowie fans old and new this revised edition of strange fascination captures exclusive details about the
tours the making of the albums the arguments the split ups the music and most importantly the man himself also
including exclusive photographic material strange fascination is the most complete account of david bowie and his
impact on pop culture ever written russia and germany have had a long history of significant cultural political
and economic exchange despite these beneficial interactions stereotypes of the alien other persisted germans
perceived russia as a vast frontier with unlimited potential yet infused with an asianness that explained its
backwardness and despotic leadership russians admired german advances in science government and philosophy but
saw their people as lifeless and obsessed with order fascination and enmity presents an original transnational
history of the two nations during the critical era of the world wars by examining the mutual perceptions and
misperceptions within each country the contributors reveal the psyche of the russian german dynamic and its use as
a powerful political and cultural tool through accounts of fellow travelers pows war correspondents
soldiers on the front propagandists revolutionaries the comintern and wartime and postwar occupations the
contributors analyze the kinetics of the russian german exchange and the perceptions drawn from these encounters
the result is a highly engaging chronicle of the complex entanglements of two world powers through the great
wars of the twentieth century project muse this volume explores unknown time as a cultural phenomenon
approaching past futures unknown presents and future pasts through a broad range of different disciplines media
and contexts as a phenomenon that is both elusive and fundamentally inaccessible time is a key object of
fascination throughout the ages different cultures have been deeply engaged in various attempts to fill or make
time by developing strategies to familiarize unknown time and to materialize and control past present or future time
arguing for the perennial interest in time especially in the unknown and unattainable dimension of the future the
contributions explore premodern ideas about eschatology and secular future historical configurations of the
perception of time and acceleration in fin de si�cle germany and contemporary lagos the formation of deep time and
timelessness in paleontology and ethnographic museums and the representation of time past present and future alike
in music film and science fiction the shefton collection in newcastle upon tyne contains a fine array of greek and
etruscan objects and takes its name from its founder professor brian shefton 1919 2012 in spite of the importance
of this collection it has not been widely published and remains something of a hidden gem brian shefton was an
insightful collector as well as a distinguished scholar of greek and etruscan archaeology and the 14 papers
presented here reflect the broad scope of the collection ranging across pottery jewelery terracottas and
metalwork the contributions written by leading experts in the field focus on specific objects or groups of objects in
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the collection providing new interpretations and bringing previously unpublished items to light the history of the
shefton collection is explored together these contributions provide a tribute to a remarkable individual who made
a substantial and notable contribution to his discipline this rich and enjoyable book by the acclaimed author of
japan story explores the many ways in which asia has influenced europe and north america over centuries of
tangled dynamic encounters from the time of the ancient greeks onwards the west s relationship with asia consisted
for the most part of outrageous tales of strange beasts and monsters of silk and spices shipped over vast
distances and an uneasy sense of unknowable empires fantastically far away by the twentieth century much of
asia might have come under western rule after centuries of warfare but its intellectual artistic and spiritual
influence was fighting back the light of asia is a wonderfully varied and entertaining history of the many ways in
which asia has shaped european and north american culture over centuries of tangled dynamic encounters and the
central importance of this vexed often confused relationship from marco polo onwards asia has been both a source
of genuine fascination and equally genuine failures of comprehension china india and japan were all acknowledged to
be both great civilizations and in crude ways seen as superseded by the west from chicago to calcutta and from
antiquity to the new millennium this is a rich involving story of misunderstandings and sincere connection of
inspiration and falsehood of geniuses adventurers and con men christopher harding s captivating gallery of people
and places celebrates asia s impact on the west in all its variety what is the relationship between poetry and
power should poetry be considered a mode of authority or an impotent medium and why is it that the modern poets
most commonly regarded as authoritative are precisely those whose works wrestle with a sense of artistic
inadequacy such questions lie at the heart of this study prompting fresh insights into three of the most important
poets of recent decades robert lowell geoffrey hill and seamus heaney through attentive close reading and the
tracing of dominant motifs in each writer s works james shows how their responsiveness to matters of political
and cultural import lends weight to the idea of poetry as authoritative utterance as a medium for speaking of and
to the world in a persuasive memorable manner and yet as james demonstrates each poet is exercised by an
awareness of his own cultural marginality even by a sense of the limitations and liabilities of language itself how
does vancouver s first settler john morton impact the life of terry fox when they never met the solution to this
riddle is the objective of the book the process that brings this about takes the reader through romance tragedy and
purpose for thoughtful readers the city of vancouver will take on fresh meaning for more than a thousand years
the adventures of king arthur and his knights of the round table have been retold across europe they have inspired
some of the most important works of european literature particularly in the medieval period the romances of
chr�tien de troyes wolfram von eschenbach s parzival sir gawain and the green knight and malory s le morte d
arthur in the nineteenth century interest in the arthurian legend revived with tennyson wagner and twain this
companion outlines the evolution of the legend from the earliest documentary sources to spamalot and analyses
how some of the major motifs of the legend have been passed down in both medieval and modern texts with a map of
arthur s britain a chronology of key texts and a guide to further reading this volume itself will contribute to the
continuing fascination with the king and his many legends one of the oldest known breeds of domesticated dogs the
saluki traveled throughout the middle east with desert tribes who valued the dogs for their ability to hunt
gazelles famously painted on the walls of the pharaohs tombs the salukis history intrigued english dog
enthusiasts who were instrumental in popularizing the breed and importing it to europe and the united states in the
early 20th century this book tells the story of those who brought the saluki to the west most notably florence
amherst who discovered the dogs while in egypt and went on to breed 50 litters other world travelers who fell
under the salukis spell included lady anne blunt austen layard and gertrude bell also covered are lesser known
saluki aficionados mainly military officers who hunted with their hounds in iraq syria palestine and egypt and
sought to replicate that experience at home a chronology of many histories of land art this title begins with the
early american masters of the movement including robert smithson michael heizer walter de maria and james turrell
while making a thorough study these figures the author explores the contribution of many key figures such as
richard long jamish fulton giuseppe penone joseph beuys and ana mendieta what if we didn t always historicize when
we read victorian fiction lost causes shows that victorian writers frequently appear to have a more supple and
interesting understanding of the relationship between history causality and narrative than the one typically
offered by readers who are burdened by the new historicism as a return to these writers emphasizes the press of
modern historicism deforms victorian novels encouraging us to read deviations from strict historical accuracy as
ideological bad faith by contrast jason b jones argues through readings of works ranging from the french
revolution to middlemarch that literature s engagement with history has to be read otherwise perhaps perversely
lost causes suggests simultaneously that psychoanalysis speaks pressingly to the vexed relationship between
history and narrative and that the theory is neither a nor anti historical through his readings of victorian fiction
addressing the recent past jones finds in psychoanalysis not a set of truths but rather a method for rhetorical
reading ultimately revealing how its troubled account of psychic causality can help us follow literary language
s representation of the real victorian narratives of the recent past and psychoanalytic interpretation share a
fascination with effects that persist despite baffling inexplicable or absent causes in chapters focusing on thomas
carlyle charles dickens charlotte bront� and george eliot lost causes demonstrates that history can carry an
ontological as well as an epistemological charge one that suggests a condition of being in the world as well as a
way of knowing the world as it really is from this point of view victorian fiction that addresses the recent past
is not a failed realism as it is so frequently claimed but rather an exploration of possibility in history this volume
brings together papers presented at the fifth international conference of the european historical bibliographies
project held in prague on november 7 8 2013 under the auspices of the department of historical bibliography of the
institute of history of the academy of science of the czech republic the conference attracted bibliographers
historians and librarians from denmark france ireland lithuania germany switzerland and from a number of czech
institutions and libraries who gathered to discuss a wide range of topics the main theme of the conference was the
significance of historical bibliography for historical science given the diversity of professional focus among the
conference participants this topic was approached and examined from a variety of viewpoints the most important
outcomes of these meetings were firstly explaining the way individual participating organisations dealt with
historical bibliography and secondly providing a comparison of different methodological and technological
approaches for processing specialized bibliographies in various european countries this book introduces the wider
public to the current shape and prospects of historical bibliography projects across a range of european countries
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obviously such projects must reflect the needs of their users which mainly comprise historians and librarians the
ongoing development of historical bibliography does not only involve a technical challenge but also a
methodological one as well as a societal one when interpreted in a broader context mutual communication helps
form the future direction of historical bibliography which will undoubtedly face many new tasks and challenges
the official book tie in to the new movie by the screenwriter of forrest gump and munich the untold story of the
birth of the cia an epic drama directed by robert de niro starring matt damon angelina jolie alec baldwin billy
crudup william hurt joe pesci john turturro and robert de niro edward wilson matt damon understands the value of
secrecy discretion and commitment to honor have been embedded in him since childhood as an eager optimistic student
at yale he is recruited to join the secret society skull and bones a brotherhood and breeding ground for future
world leaders wilson s acute mind spotless reputation and sincere belief in american values render him a prime
candidate for a career in intelligence and he is soon recruited to work for the oss the precursor to the cia during
world war ii as one of the covert founders of the cia working in the heart of an organization where duplicity is
required and nothing is taken at face value wilson s idealism is steadily eroded by a growing suspicious nature
reflective of a world settling in to the long paranoia of the cold war as his methods are adopted as standard
operating procedure wilson develops into one of the agency s veteran operatives all the while combating his kgb
counterpart however his steely dedication to his country comes at an ever increasing price not even his wife clover
angelina jolie or his beloved son can divert wilson from a path that will force him to sacrifice everything in pursuit
of this job the newmarket shooting script r book includes the screenplay a q a with eric roth production notes 23
color photographs and the complete cast and crew credits the aba journal serves the legal profession qualified
recipients are lawyers and judges law students law librarians and associate members of the american bar
association while most small business books cover niche components of the start up model from idea to exit takes
a more comprehensive approach tackling the entire entrepreneurial journey from the initial seed idea through a well
planned exit strategy through a persuasive narrative the author draws from his own success a practical call to
action for those who dream of taking that first big step allworth press an imprint of skyhorse publishing publishes
a broad range of books on the visual and performing arts with emphasis on the business of art our titles cover
subjects such as graphic design theater branding fine art photography interior design writing acting film how to
start careers business and legal forms business practices and more while we don t aspire to publish a new york
times bestseller or a national bestseller we are deeply committed to quality books that help creative
professionals succeed and thrive we often publish in areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author
whose expertise can help our audience of readers a comprehensive and diverse award winning collection of
biographies of the most important figures in american environmentalism as our environment changes and
environmental concerns become more and more prevalent this encyclopedia provides much needed information on the
key players in the environmental movement



Mountains of the Mind 2018

robert macfarlane takes us up into the mountains to experience their shattering beauty the fear and risk of
adventure and to explore the strange impulses that have for centuries lead us to the world s highest places

Mountains of the Mind 2009-07-02

winner of the guardian first book award once we thought monsters lived there in the enlightenment we scaled them
to commune with the sublime soon we were racing to conquer their summits in the name of national pride in this
ground breaking classic work robert macfarlane takes us up into the mountains to experience their shattering
beauty the fear and risk of adventure and to explore the strange impulses that have for centuries lead us to the
world s highest places

A History of the Devil 2004-01-16

this highly original and engaging book by french historian robert muchembled is a journey through time and space in
search of the changing perception and significance of the devil in western culture an outstanding book about the
changing perception and significance of the devil in western culture robert muchembled is a well known historian and
an expert on witchcraft whose work has already been translated into many languages the author highlights the
way that the changing notion of evil is connected to other changes in society at large draws on a wealth of
examples from the witch hunts of the 15th and 16th centuries to the films of stanley kubrick

The Ruins Lesson 2020-01-07

how have ruins become so valued in western culture and so central to our art and literature covering a vast
chronological and geographical range from ancient egyptian inscriptions to twentieth century memorials susan
stewart seeks to answer this question as she traces the appeal of ruins and ruins images and the lessons that
writers and artists have drawn from their haunting forms stewart takes us on a sweeping journey through
founding legends of broken covenants and original sin the christian appropriation of the classical past myths and
rituals of fertility images of decay in early modern allegory and melancholy the ruins craze of the eighteenth
century and the creation of new ruins for gardens and other structures stewart focuses particularly on
renaissance humanism and romanticism periods of intense interest in ruins that also offer new frames for their
perception the ruins lesson looks in depth at the works of goethe piranesi blake and wordsworth each of whom
found in ruins a means of reinventing art ruins stewart concludes arise at the boundaries of cultures and
civilizations their very appearance depends upon an act of translation between the past and the present between
those who have vanished and those who emerge lively and engaging the ruins lesson ultimately asks what can
resist ruination and finds in the self transforming ever fleeting practices of language and thought a clue to what
might truly endure

Heligoland 2016-12-01

on 18 april 1947 british forces set off the largest non nuclear explosion in history the target was a small island
in the north sea thirty miles off the german coast which for generations had stood as a symbol of anglo german
conflict heligoland a long tradition of rivalry was to come to an end here in the ruins of hitler s island fortress
pressed as to why it was not prepared to give heligoland back the british government declared that the island
represented everything that was wrong with the germans if any tradition was worth breaking and if any sentiment
was worth changing then the german sentiment about heligoland was such a one drawing on a wide range of
archival material jan r�ger explores how britain and germany have collided and collaborated in this north sea
enclave for much of the nineteenth century this was britain s smallest colony an inconvenient and notoriously
discontented outpost at the edge of europe situated at the fault line between imperial and national histories the
island became a metaphor for anglo german rivalry once germany acquired it in 1890 turned into a naval
stronghold under the kaiser and again under hitler it was fought over in both world wars heavy bombardment by
the allies reduced it to ruins until the royal navy re took it in may 1945 returned to west germany in 1952 it
became a showpiece of reconciliation but one that continues to bear the scars of the twentieth century tracing
this rich history of contact and conflict from the napoleonic wars to the cold war heligoland brings to life a
fascinating microcosm of the anglo german relationship for generations this cliff bound island expressed a german
will to bully and battle britain and it mirrored a british determination to prevent germany from establishing
hegemony on the continent caught in between were the heligolanders and those involved with them spies and
smugglers poets and painters sailors and soldiers heligoland is the compelling story of a relationship which has
defined modern europe

Literature and Fascination 2015-07-30

exploring literary fascination as a key concept of aesthetic attraction this book illuminates the ways in which
literary texts are designed presented and received detailed case studies include texts by william shakespeare s t
coleridge mary shelley bram stoker oscar wilde joseph conrad don delillo and ian mcewan



Indiana History 1994

these readings provide an overview of indiana history based upon primary and secondary acounts of significant
events and personalities this treasure trove includes work by george rogers clark emma lou thornbrough george
ade dan wakefield and many more

Scarred Landscapes 2008-10-31

based on detailed archival research and site visits scarred landscapes is the first environmental history of vichy
france from mountains and marshlands to foresters and resisters it examines the intricate and often surprising
connections between war history and the natural environment during these turbulent years

Map of a Nation 2011-07-07

this absorbing history of the ordnance survey the first complete map of the british isles charts the many hurdles
map makers have had to overcome the guardian uk map of a nation tells the story of the creation of the ordnance
survey map the first complete accurate affordable map of the british isles the ordnance survey is a much beloved
british institution and this is amazingly the first popular history to tell the story of the map and the men who
dreamt and delivered it the ordnance survey s history is one of political revolutions rebellions and regional unions
that altered the shape and identity of the united kingdom over the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it s also a
deliciously readable account of one of the great untold british adventure stories featuring intrepid individuals
lugging brass theodolites up mountains to make the country visible to itself for the first time

William Burroughs and the Secret of Fascination 2003

dreaming is essential to survival and evolution and to creative endeavors in every field moss traces the strands of
dreams through archival records and well known writings weaving remarkable yet true accounts of historical
figures influenced by their dreams

The Secret History of Dreaming 2008-11-10

this critical anthology examines the place of the sublime in the cultural history of the late eighteenth century and
romantic period traditionally the sublime has been associated with impressive natural phenomena and has been
identified as a narrow aesthetic or philosophical category cultures of the sublime selected readings 1750 1830
recovers a broader context for engagements with and writing about the sublime offers a selection of texts from a
wide range of ostensibly unrelated areas of knowledge which both generate and investigate sublime effects
considers writings about mountains money crowds the gothic the exotic and the human mind contextualises and
supports the extracts with detailed editorial commentary also featuring helpful suggestions for further reading
this is an ideal resource for anyone seeking a fresh up to date assessment of the sublime

Cultures of the Sublime 2011-10-18

divi zheni identifies itself as a bulgarian women s chorus and band but it is located in boston and none of its members
come from bulgaria zlatne uste is one of the most popular purveyors of balkan music in america yet the name of the
band is grammatically incorrect the members of sviraci hail from western massachusetts upstate new york and
southern vermont but play tamburica music on traditional instruments curiously thousands of americans not only
participate in traditional music and dance from the balkans but in fact structure their social practices around it
without having any other ties to the region in balkan fascination ethnomusicologist mirjana lausevic a native of
the balkans investigates this remarkable phenomenon to explore why so many americans actively participate in
specific balkan cultural practices to which they have no familial or ethnic connection going beyond traditional
interpretations she challenges the notion that participation in balkan culture in north america is merely a
specialized offshoot of the 1960s american folk music scene instead her exploration of the relationship between the
stark sounds and lively dances of the balkan region and the americans who love them reveals that balkan dance
and music has much deeper roots in america s ideas about itself its place in the world and the place of the world s
cultures in the american melting pot examining sources that span more than a century and come from both sides of
the atlantic lausevic shows that an affinity group s debt to historical movements and ideas though largely
unknown to its members is vital in understanding how and why people make particular music and dance choices that
substantially change their lives

Balkan Fascination 2015-10

a timely reappraisal of the actions and motivations of the french r�sistance in vichy france 75 years after its
undoing

Joyful Mondays 2011-11

an intimate collection of portraits of internationally renowned scientists and nobel prize winners paired with
interviews and personal stories what makes a brilliant scientist who are the people behind the greatest discoveries
of our time connecting art and science photographer herlinde koelbl seeks the answers in this english translation of



the german book fascination of science an indelible collection of portraits of and interviews with sixty pioneering
scientists of the twenty first century koelbl s approach is intimate and accessible and her highly personal
interviews with her subjects reveal the forces as well as the personal quirks that motivate the scientists work
for example one wakes up at 3 am because her mind is calm then another says his best ideas come to him in the shower
these glimpses into the scientists lives and thinking add untold texture in this up to the minute survey of the
activities and progress that are currently taking place in the broad field of the natural sciences koelbl s interview
subjects include nobel prize winners dan shechtman frances arnold carolyn bertozzi and cover scientific fields from
astronomy biochemistry and quantum physics to stem cell research and ai beautifully bringing together art science
and the written word fascination of science is an inspiring read that shows how creativity obsession persistence
and passion drive the pioneering researchers of our time

Defying Vichy 2023-12-14

the fascination of film violence is a study of why fictional violence is such an integral part of fiction film how can
something dreadful be a source of art and entertainment explanations are sought from the way social and
cultural norms and practices have shaped biologically conditioned violence related traits in human behavior

Love Versus Fascination 1881

the landscapes of the sublime examines the place of the natural sublime in the cultural history of the eighteenth
century and romantic period drawing on a range of scholarship and historical sources it offers a fresh perspective
on the different species of the natural sublime encountered by british and european travellers and explorers

Fascination of Science 2023-08-01

how did gender figure in the routes and spaces of the early modern world both real and imagined from the inner
spaces of the body to the furthest reaches of the globe essays in this volume address this question from a variety
of disciplinary perspectives with topics key to the spatial turn such as borders and their permeability actual and
metaphorical spatial crossings travel and displacement and the built environment

The Fascination of Film Violence 2015-04-07

the sunday times bestseller david bowie was arguably the most influential artist of his time reinventing himself
again and again transforming music style and art for over five decades david buckley s unique approach to
unravelling the bowie enigma via interviews with many of the singer s closest associates biography and academic
analysis makes this unrivalled biography a classic for bowie fans old and new this revised edition of strange
fascination captures exclusive details about the tours the making of the albums the arguments the split ups the
music and most importantly the man himself also including exclusive photographic material strange fascination is
the most complete account of david bowie and his impact on pop culture ever written

The Landscapes of the Sublime 1700-1830 2013-08-08

russia and germany have had a long history of significant cultural political and economic exchange despite these
beneficial interactions stereotypes of the alien other persisted germans perceived russia as a vast frontier with
unlimited potential yet infused with an asianness that explained its backwardness and despotic leadership russians
admired german advances in science government and philosophy but saw their people as lifeless and obsessed with
order fascination and enmity presents an original transnational history of the two nations during the critical era
of the world wars by examining the mutual perceptions and misperceptions within each country the contributors
reveal the psyche of the russian german dynamic and its use as a powerful political and cultural tool through
accounts of fellow travelers pows war correspondents soldiers on the front propagandists revolutionaries the
comintern and wartime and postwar occupations the contributors analyze the kinetics of the russian german
exchange and the perceptions drawn from these encounters the result is a highly engaging chronicle of the complex
entanglements of two world powers through the great wars of the twentieth century project muse

Mapping Gendered Routes and Spaces in the Early Modern World
2015-04-28

this volume explores unknown time as a cultural phenomenon approaching past futures unknown presents and
future pasts through a broad range of different disciplines media and contexts as a phenomenon that is both elusive
and fundamentally inaccessible time is a key object of fascination throughout the ages different cultures have been
deeply engaged in various attempts to fill or make time by developing strategies to familiarize unknown time and to
materialize and control past present or future time arguing for the perennial interest in time especially in the
unknown and unattainable dimension of the future the contributions explore premodern ideas about eschatology
and secular future historical configurations of the perception of time and acceleration in fin de si�cle germany and
contemporary lagos the formation of deep time and timelessness in paleontology and ethnographic museums and the
representation of time past present and future alike in music film and science fiction



Strange Fascination 2012-04-24

the shefton collection in newcastle upon tyne contains a fine array of greek and etruscan objects and takes its
name from its founder professor brian shefton 1919 2012 in spite of the importance of this collection it has not
been widely published and remains something of a hidden gem brian shefton was an insightful collector as well as a
distinguished scholar of greek and etruscan archaeology and the 14 papers presented here reflect the broad scope
of the collection ranging across pottery jewelery terracottas and metalwork the contributions written by
leading experts in the field focus on specific objects or groups of objects in the collection providing new
interpretations and bringing previously unpublished items to light the history of the shefton collection is explored
together these contributions provide a tribute to a remarkable individual who made a substantial and notable
contribution to his discipline

Fascination and Enmity 2012

this rich and enjoyable book by the acclaimed author of japan story explores the many ways in which asia has
influenced europe and north america over centuries of tangled dynamic encounters from the time of the ancient greeks
onwards the west s relationship with asia consisted for the most part of outrageous tales of strange beasts and
monsters of silk and spices shipped over vast distances and an uneasy sense of unknowable empires fantastically
far away by the twentieth century much of asia might have come under western rule after centuries of warfare but
its intellectual artistic and spiritual influence was fighting back the light of asia is a wonderfully varied and
entertaining history of the many ways in which asia has shaped european and north american culture over centuries
of tangled dynamic encounters and the central importance of this vexed often confused relationship from marco
polo onwards asia has been both a source of genuine fascination and equally genuine failures of comprehension
china india and japan were all acknowledged to be both great civilizations and in crude ways seen as superseded by
the west from chicago to calcutta and from antiquity to the new millennium this is a rich involving story of
misunderstandings and sincere connection of inspiration and falsehood of geniuses adventurers and con men
christopher harding s captivating gallery of people and places celebrates asia s impact on the west in all its
variety

The Fascination with Unknown Time 2017-11-01

what is the relationship between poetry and power should poetry be considered a mode of authority or an impotent
medium and why is it that the modern poets most commonly regarded as authoritative are precisely those whose
works wrestle with a sense of artistic inadequacy such questions lie at the heart of this study prompting fresh
insights into three of the most important poets of recent decades robert lowell geoffrey hill and seamus heaney
through attentive close reading and the tracing of dominant motifs in each writer s works james shows how their
responsiveness to matters of political and cultural import lends weight to the idea of poetry as authoritative
utterance as a medium for speaking of and to the world in a persuasive memorable manner and yet as james
demonstrates each poet is exercised by an awareness of his own cultural marginality even by a sense of the
limitations and liabilities of language itself

On the Fascination of Objects 2016-02-29

how does vancouver s first settler john morton impact the life of terry fox when they never met the solution to
this riddle is the objective of the book the process that brings this about takes the reader through romance
tragedy and purpose for thoughtful readers the city of vancouver will take on fresh meaning

Poles Apart: Fascination, Fame and Folly 2018-10-30

for more than a thousand years the adventures of king arthur and his knights of the round table have been retold
across europe they have inspired some of the most important works of european literature particularly in the
medieval period the romances of chr�tien de troyes wolfram von eschenbach s parzival sir gawain and the green
knight and malory s le morte d arthur in the nineteenth century interest in the arthurian legend revived with
tennyson wagner and twain this companion outlines the evolution of the legend from the earliest documentary
sources to spamalot and analyses how some of the major motifs of the legend have been passed down in both
medieval and modern texts with a map of arthur s britain a chronology of key texts and a guide to further reading
this volume itself will contribute to the continuing fascination with the king and his many legends

The Light of Asia 2024-01-25

one of the oldest known breeds of domesticated dogs the saluki traveled throughout the middle east with desert
tribes who valued the dogs for their ability to hunt gazelles famously painted on the walls of the pharaohs
tombs the salukis history intrigued english dog enthusiasts who were instrumental in popularizing the breed and
importing it to europe and the united states in the early 20th century this book tells the story of those who
brought the saluki to the west most notably florence amherst who discovered the dogs while in egypt and went on
to breed 50 litters other world travelers who fell under the salukis spell included lady anne blunt austen layard
and gertrude bell also covered are lesser known saluki aficionados mainly military officers who hunted with their
hounds in iraq syria palestine and egypt and sought to replicate that experience at home



Shades of Authority 2007-10-01

a chronology of many histories of land art this title begins with the early american masters of the movement
including robert smithson michael heizer walter de maria and james turrell while making a thorough study these
figures the author explores the contribution of many key figures such as richard long jamish fulton giuseppe penone
joseph beuys and ana mendieta

The Legacy of Terry Fox and John Morton 2018-04-23

what if we didn t always historicize when we read victorian fiction lost causes shows that victorian writers
frequently appear to have a more supple and interesting understanding of the relationship between history
causality and narrative than the one typically offered by readers who are burdened by the new historicism as a
return to these writers emphasizes the press of modern historicism deforms victorian novels encouraging us to read
deviations from strict historical accuracy as ideological bad faith by contrast jason b jones argues through
readings of works ranging from the french revolution to middlemarch that literature s engagement with history has
to be read otherwise perhaps perversely lost causes suggests simultaneously that psychoanalysis speaks
pressingly to the vexed relationship between history and narrative and that the theory is neither a nor anti
historical through his readings of victorian fiction addressing the recent past jones finds in psychoanalysis not a
set of truths but rather a method for rhetorical reading ultimately revealing how its troubled account of
psychic causality can help us follow literary language s representation of the real victorian narratives of the
recent past and psychoanalytic interpretation share a fascination with effects that persist despite baffling
inexplicable or absent causes in chapters focusing on thomas carlyle charles dickens charlotte bront� and george
eliot lost causes demonstrates that history can carry an ontological as well as an epistemological charge one
that suggests a condition of being in the world as well as a way of knowing the world as it really is from this
point of view victorian fiction that addresses the recent past is not a failed realism as it is so frequently claimed
but rather an exploration of possibility in history

The Cambridge Companion to the Arthurian Legend 2009-09-10

this volume brings together papers presented at the fifth international conference of the european historical
bibliographies project held in prague on november 7 8 2013 under the auspices of the department of historical
bibliography of the institute of history of the academy of science of the czech republic the conference attracted
bibliographers historians and librarians from denmark france ireland lithuania germany switzerland and from a
number of czech institutions and libraries who gathered to discuss a wide range of topics the main theme of the
conference was the significance of historical bibliography for historical science given the diversity of professional
focus among the conference participants this topic was approached and examined from a variety of viewpoints the
most important outcomes of these meetings were firstly explaining the way individual participating organisations
dealt with historical bibliography and secondly providing a comparison of different methodological and
technological approaches for processing specialized bibliographies in various european countries this book
introduces the wider public to the current shape and prospects of historical bibliography projects across a range
of european countries obviously such projects must reflect the needs of their users which mainly comprise
historians and librarians the ongoing development of historical bibliography does not only involve a technical
challenge but also a methodological one as well as a societal one when interpreted in a broader context mutual
communication helps form the future direction of historical bibliography which will undoubtedly face many new
tasks and challenges

Saluki 2014-01-10

the official book tie in to the new movie by the screenwriter of forrest gump and munich the untold story of the
birth of the cia an epic drama directed by robert de niro starring matt damon angelina jolie alec baldwin billy
crudup william hurt joe pesci john turturro and robert de niro edward wilson matt damon understands the value of
secrecy discretion and commitment to honor have been embedded in him since childhood as an eager optimistic student
at yale he is recruited to join the secret society skull and bones a brotherhood and breeding ground for future
world leaders wilson s acute mind spotless reputation and sincere belief in american values render him a prime
candidate for a career in intelligence and he is soon recruited to work for the oss the precursor to the cia during
world war ii as one of the covert founders of the cia working in the heart of an organization where duplicity is
required and nothing is taken at face value wilson s idealism is steadily eroded by a growing suspicious nature
reflective of a world settling in to the long paranoia of the cold war as his methods are adopted as standard
operating procedure wilson develops into one of the agency s veteran operatives all the while combating his kgb
counterpart however his steely dedication to his country comes at an ever increasing price not even his wife clover
angelina jolie or his beloved son can divert wilson from a path that will force him to sacrifice everything in pursuit
of this job the newmarket shooting script r book includes the screenplay a q a with eric roth production notes 23
color photographs and the complete cast and crew credits

Land Art 2006

the aba journal serves the legal profession qualified recipients are lawyers and judges law students law librarians
and associate members of the american bar association



The Academy and Literature 1903

while most small business books cover niche components of the start up model from idea to exit takes a more
comprehensive approach tackling the entire entrepreneurial journey from the initial seed idea through a well planned
exit strategy through a persuasive narrative the author draws from his own success a practical call to action
for those who dream of taking that first big step allworth press an imprint of skyhorse publishing publishes a
broad range of books on the visual and performing arts with emphasis on the business of art our titles cover
subjects such as graphic design theater branding fine art photography interior design writing acting film how to
start careers business and legal forms business practices and more while we don t aspire to publish a new york
times bestseller or a national bestseller we are deeply committed to quality books that help creative
professionals succeed and thrive we often publish in areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author
whose expertise can help our audience of readers

Lost Causes 2006

a comprehensive and diverse award winning collection of biographies of the most important figures in american
environmentalism as our environment changes and environmental concerns become more and more prevalent this
encyclopedia provides much needed information on the key players in the environmental movement

Historical Bibliography as an Essential Source for Historiography
2015-10-05

The Good Shepherd 2006

ABA Journal 1999-11

From Idea to Exit 2013-10-08

American Environmental Leaders: A-L 2008

Arts Digest 1983

A Record of the Centenary Celebrations Held in Maynooth College in June,
1895 1896
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